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Abstract

Results have historically shown a broad plasticity in the origin
of tumors and their functions, with significant heterogeneity
observed in both morphologies and functional capabilities.
Largely unknown, however, are the mechanisms by which these
variations occur and how these events influence tumor formation
and behavior. Contemporary views on the origin of tumors focus
mainly on the role of particular sets of driver transformations,
mutational or epigenetic, with the occurrence of the observed
heterogeneity as an accidental byproduct of oncogenesis. As such,
we present a hypothesis that tumors form due to heterogeneous
adaptive selection in response to environmental stress through

intrinsic genomic samplingmechanisms. Specifically, we propose
that eukaryotic cells intrinsically explore their available genomic
information, the greater genomic landscape (GGL), in response to
stress under normal conditions, long before the formation of a
cancerous lesion. Finally, considering the influence of chromatin
heterogeneity on the GGL, we propose a new class of compounds,
chromatin-protective therapies (CPT), which target the physical
variations in chromatin topology. In this approach, CPTs reduce
the overall information space available to limit the formation
of tumors or the development of drug-resistant phenotypes.
Cancer Res; 1–5. �2016 AACR.

Classically, evolution has been studied as a set of mechan-
isms that confers heritable traits from parents to their progeny.
In this view, evolutionary sampling confers traits that can be
advantageous to the progeny under the appropriate circum-
stances. As such, under stress conditions that favor a given set of
traits, the populations with those traits will clonally expand
and predominate. In multicellular organisms, the distinction
between progeny and evolutionary fitness becomes blurred.
Intuitively, clonal selection of cell populations within a tissue
can be advantageous to the whole organism but is not repro-
ductively heritable to the multicellular progeny. For the cell
population at the tissue level, the discovered adaptions are not
classically selective but capacitive, that is, the resulting hetero-
geneous population confers an advantage to a plurality of traits
as a broader distribution can help in the face of new stresses.
However, by definition, this increase in traits fundamentally
changes the tissue over time.

The most studied model of this evolution-driven functional
transformation in humans is cancer (1–4). Largely unknown,

however, are the mechanisms by which adaptive sampling
occurs and how these events could result in the formation of
tumors. Results have historically shown plasticity in the origin
of tumors, with heterogeneous mutational and epigenetic
events occurring throughout a challenged organ preceding an
eventual pathologic expansion (2, 5, 6). Furthermore, tissues
under constant energetic and replicative pressures account for
the demonstrable majority of tumors (7). These observations,
however, do not fully explain the broad distribution of molec-
ular events that can precipitate tumor formation. Contempo-
rary views on the origin of tumors derive from the monoclonal
expansion of cells (tumor stem cells, clonal selection due to
mutations, or chromosome instability) into a lesion before the
occurrence of the observed heterogeneous acceleration (1). This
view, however, does not explain the functional diversity in
tissues under nonperturbed conditions even within cells of the
same lineage (8).

Here, we present a hypothesis that tumors form due to het-
erogeneous adaptive selection in response to environmental stress
through intrinsic genomic samplingmechanisms. Specifically, we
propose that eukaryotic cells intrinsically explore their available
genomic information in response to stress under normal condi-
tions in real time, long before the formation of a cancerous lesion.
This information, the greater genomic landscape (GGL), is the
available distribution of functional states: the current functions of
the cell (proteomic/metabolic) and possible future states (genes
that can be expressed/repressed or mutated). In essence, the GGL
hypothesis merges critical traits of information theory and evo-
lutionary biology to explain tumorigenesis as something other
than an accidental byproduct, but a consequence of multicellular
fitness. Specifically, the intrinsically encoded exploration of geno-
mic information is a main adaptive advantage of multicellularity
and occurs primarily at three levels and time scales: (i) posttrans-
lational proteomic (rapid, seconds/hours), (ii) epigenomic (inter-
mediate,minutes/days), and (iii)mutational (days/weeks/years).
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For instance, let us consider epigenomic sampling. The normal
chromatin nanoenvironment helps restrict cells to a relatively
small niche within the genomic information space formed by the
estimated approximately 20,000 human protein-coding genes;
however, deviations in chromatin structure, such as those
observed in cancer cells, facilitate a greater genomic exploration.
As such, the GGL should not be confused with the well-estab-
lished cancer genome landscapes, which refers to the set of genes
altered in carcinogenesis, whereas theGGL refers to the ability of a
cell to sample its genome or, in other words, the cell's potential
trajectory in the approximately 20,000-dimensional space (9).

Briefly, let us consider some other intrinsically encoded
mechanisms of information sampling for these three levels of
genomic information. At the proteomic level, there are numer-
ous nontranscriptional ways to alter cellular function. For
instance, studies of yeast under stress demonstrate that eukary-
otic cells employ a plurality of strategies to respond to condi-
tions, including varying abundance and location of proteins
(and mRNA), leading to a heterogeneity of initial conditions
and variability of response to stress (10, 11). At the epigenomic
level, there are both enzymatic and nonenzymatic ways to alter
the information space. In tumorigenesis, there are numerous
demonstrations of chromatin remodeling enzymes being crit-
ical drivers in chemoevasion and tumor formation. However,
there is also an often overlooked level of epigenetic heteroge-
neity, which is to vary the initial configurations of chromatin
structure to change accessibility and probability of expression
for genes from cell to cell. Critically, both the proteomic and
epigenetic mechanisms happen at time scales that are faster
than the division of cells, allowing cells to discover new adap-
tions during exposure to stress. As demonstrated in Fig. 1, the
presence of rare subpopulations occurs at significant levels even
while maintaining an "average" population. An increase in
the heterogeneity of subpopulations does not necessarily trans-
form the overall tissue function, but it can have a profound
effect on the information space available to respond to stress
conditions. Classically, this is considered at the time scale of
cell division, with mutational alterations as the predominant
mode of increasing the genomic information space by creating
inherently new potential functions. In this way, mutational
transformation is also the classical example of tumor hetero-
geneity but occurs at time scales that are challenging to target
pharmacologically.

Consequently, repeated and multidimensional stressors will
likely select for cells with traits that enhance the capacity to search
the GGL, not just for a particular set of proteomic pathways or
initial traits, which in single cell systems is often termed "bet-
hedging." As a result, each perturbation increases the heteroge-
neity of the underlying tissues by favoring a broader distribution
of semiunique states and cells that have the greatest plasticity
(capacity to search for new functions). Over time, this differential
sampling of the genome produces an increasingly diverse popu-
lation, commonly observed as the detection of overt tumors as
they, by definition, have unique features. It is this tissue hetero-
geneity and intrinsic plasticity that acts as a conserved evolution-
ary mechanism that favors more exploratory cells in eukaryotic
systems, resulting in tumor formation through the increased
probability of proliferative configurations.

In this view, tumor formation is an evolution-driven informa-
tion-sampling problem arising as stress induces the population of
cells to sample the information coded within their genomes and

proteomes to collectively maintain tissue function. The origins of
these stresses are innumerable (alcohol, smoking, infections,
etc.), and as such, the tissue does not a priori know what mech-
anism of evasion will work for every perturbation. Instead, cells
carry a limited repertoire of encoded proteins that include intrin-
sic samplers to rapidly and probabilistically search the GGL for
solutions to maintain the underlying function of the tissue. This
occurs not by just rapidly inducing all genes, but by combinato-
rially exploring the information space encoded across numerous
subpopulations. Within an individual cell, these intrinsic sam-
plers initiate a probabilistic search response at both the proteomic
(posttranslational modification) and genomic (chromatin remo-
deling, mutational transformation) levels. The cells that fail
during this sampling under stress undergo apoptosis or mitotic
arrest after a few hours.

For this mechanism to be a central evolutionary property of
multicellular organisms, there must first be a distribution of time
scales during which the levels of stress response occur. In partic-
ular, sampling must be relatively rapid in comparison with
mechanisms of cellular clearance, that is, apoptosis and immune
clearance. Interestingly, evidence of this separation of timescales
has been observed previously, even indicating possible transition
states between death and survival (12). Irreversible commitment
to apoptosis occurs over the course of several hours, whereas
proteomic transformation and chromatin remodeling are very
rapid (less than a few minutes). This suggests that irreversible
commitment to apoptosis is delayed to give cells time to find
stress evasionmechanisms.Without this complementary intrinsic
sampling mechanism, our tissues would fail under mild pertur-
bation from unique stressors.

A second requirement of such a mechanism is the presence of
central convergence points between exploration, apoptosis, and
cellular arrest. As such, we consider that one potential regulator of
intrinsic sampling of the GGL ismitochondrial membrane poten-
tial, ym. Mitochondria are ubiquitously implicated in diseases,
specifically diseases of aging, for example, tumors, neurodegen-
eration, and atherosclerosis (13). Beyond this central association,
disruption of ym has been shown to regulate the epigenetic
structure of chromatin, molecular signaling cascades, and post-
translational modification of cytoplasmic proteins (13). Further-
more, processes directly linked to ym include apoptosis, prolif-
eration, and senescence (14). Consequently,ymcould serve as the
central barometer of cellular fitness, mediating sampling, apo-
ptosis, and senescence concurrently. In this model, the disruption
of ym would simultaneously induce proteomic and genomic
exploration, initiate the apoptosome, and potentiate cell-cycle
arrest (15, 16). If the stressor is not resolved, either extrinsically or
intrinsically, cells would commit to apoptosis to limit their use of
resources required for the remaining cells.

The evolutionary selection of more robust samplers and an
increasingly heterogeneous population of cells occurs primarily
for two reasons. First, continuous maintenance of many traits is
energetically unfavorable for an individual cell. Second, more
robust samplers and a greater number of initial states will increase
the likelihood of finding traits that prevent tissue failure during
duress. With each perturbation event, selective pressures will
transform tissues by increasingly favoring a broader distribution
of cellular configurations and cells with increased plasticity. Over
time, this accelerates the evasive fitness and increases the cellular
heterogeneity presentwithin the affected tissue (1). Currently, this
process is considered as an accidental byproduct of selective
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pressure favoring the initial configurations (tumor stem cells,
clonal expansion) over the general feature (heterogeneous, elastic
sampling in response to normal stress across entire cell popula-
tions; refs. 1, 3–5, 17). Unlike evolutionary fitness being derived
from tumor stem cells or accumulated variations from clonal
expansion, the GGL hypothesis indicates that differentiated cells
are a major component in tumor formation because of their
capacity to still explore their genomic potential in the face of
repeated stressors at timescales preceding cell division.

With ym acting as one barometer of fitness, we expect evolu-
tionary selection to produce cells with the following combina-
tions of features. Cells that (i) more rapidly and thoroughly
explore the genomic space; (ii) have previously acquired a higher
stress tolerance; (iii) preferentially arrest to extend survival; and
(iv) have a broad distribution of initial states (Fig. 1). Most
commonly, we study the mechanisms that increase damage
tolerance, preferentially induce arrest, or more recently, increase
the initial states (1–5, 17). Unfortunately, we are currently lacking
thorough studies that focus on the primary feature of tumor
formation: heterogeneous initial states and rapidly adaptive con-
figurations that result in a larger exploration of theGGL in healthy
tissues.

Previous characterizations of such an exploratory mecha-
nism have too narrowly focused on global gene induction as a
fitness mechanism. However, global gene induction should
not be confused with differential exploration and tissue het-
erogeneity. In the GGL model, differential exploration selects
for numerous populations of cells within a healthy (or

unhealthy) tissue under the same stress. For example, at least
two different mechanisms can favor cell survival in the pres-
ence of a toxin: (i) inactivating genes involved in the apoptotic
cascade or (ii) creating proteins that expel the stressor. As a
result, repeated or multidimensional perturbations do not
select for one trait but instead broaden the distribution of
initial cell states and favor more elastic samplers. Critically,
this feature is likely conserved in normal tissues and is not an
adaption unique to carcinogenesis.

If evolutionary sampling of the GGL is a critical feature of
tumorigenesis and normal tissue function, what are some poten-
tial mechanisms that would increase the exploration of the GGL
and enhance the chance of cellular survival during stress con-
ditions? One possible mechanism would be to delay the irrevers-
ible commitment to apoptosis, thereby extending the duration of
exploration and allow the search of more possible evasive com-
binations (18). A second mechanism would be the transforma-
tion of chromatin remodeling enzymes to increase the efficiency
of combinatorial searches in response to stress (19, 20). A third
mechanism could be to broaden the heterogeneity of chromatin
structure of the cellular population, that is, vary the configurations
to increase coverage across the entire population (21). Concep-
tually, by increasing the distribution of chromatin organization
across cells, each cell within the population has a different initial
configuration state that produces a semiunique exploration,
enhancing the total information space (Fig. 2). As a result, five
subpopulations would have approximately 3 � 1011 unique
genomic configurations with only 1% variation in chromatin
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Figure 1.

Tumor formationmodels.A, clonal expansion secondary toperturbation is classically definedas the cause of tumorigenesis. Clonal expansionoftenwell characterizes
hematopoietic tumors and pediatric tumors, but often fails to explain the underlying heterogeneity observed in solid organ tumors. In the CSC model,
tumors arise due to the formation of stem cells that give rise to new tumor with multiple subtypes, allowing for a partial heterogeneity in cell origin within a tumor. In
contrast, the GGL focuses on the general feature of multicellular systems: their potential to change their function in the face of stress. In the GGLmodel, tumors arise
due to the probability of a population arriving at a cancer state due to the selection of a large distribution of cell subpopulations (and functions) and from
increased information sampling that it produces. B, consider the case of five predominant subpopulations within the tissue for a given cell type. Assuming a
population follows from a g distribution, small changes in the heterogeneity (scale parameter) result in large deviations in the number of subpopulations. As such,
although the average population and tissue function do not change significantly, the total number of possible states (and functions) has increased.
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topology compared with 105 proteomic states with a similar level
of proteomic variability.

This suggests that the underlying heterogeneity of chromatin
organization (and the ability to modulate the structure) has a
disproportionate influence on tissue function, cellular diversi-
ty, and fitness. Even without taking into consideration addi-
tional influences, such as cell communication, distinct cellular
populations, and the time evolution of chromatin structure,
this suggests an overwhelming influence of physical organiza-
tion of chromatin on the probability of tumor formation.
Although not every potential configuration would be
attempted in every stress, it is the distribution (the total
number of possibilities) that assists the tissue over long periods
of time, as it allows tissues to function across many different
exposures. The obvious tradeoff is that increased variation
increases the probability of acquiring negative traits. Interest-
ingly, the observation of physical heterogeneity of chromatin
(variations in fractal dimension) as a prognostic marker in
cancer is well conserved in solid tumors and may be a proxy
for the underlying information space within a tissue (higher
fractal dimension produces greater variability in structure;
ref. 22).

Finally, the exploration of the GGL may have critical implica-
tions for early carcinogenesis and chemotherapy. In this context,
expansionof the population heterogeneity can stabilize otherwise
deleterious gene mutations and eventually potentiate tumor
formation by increasing the likelihood of finding stable negative
states. Furthermore, increased exploration of the GGL would be
expected to aid in thedevelopment of new traits unique to tumors,
such as angiogenic induction or stabilization of abnormalmetab-
olism. Likewise, this has important ramifications for chemother-
apy. The current strategy behind most existing anticancer che-
motherapies is to kill as many cancer cells as possible while
preserving noncancer cells. Consider a highly potent drug that

kills 99.9% of cancer cells. After therapy, approximately 105

cancer cells will still survive per each gram of the original tumor
(23). However, clonal expansion alone does not characterize
the distribution of evasive mechanisms found within the sur-
viving cells. We can gain some insight into why cancer cells can
evade chemotherapies by going back to our hypothesis that the
heterogeneity of the chromatin nanoenvironment may help
cells to explore a larger genomic information space. Coupled
with a strong selective pressure, for example, a chemothera-
peutic agent, this leads to the emergence of new drug-resistant
clones due to cells finding new evasive mechanisms during
treatment. This is somewhat reminiscent of antibiotic treatment
of bacterial infections: bacteria evolve at the timescale of
treatment, which eventually leads to the emergence of drug-
resistant organisms. Following this analogy, instead of, or in
addition to, developing new targeted anticancer compounds, is
it feasible to change the cancer cells' ability to evolve and
develop drug resistance, thus improving the efficacy of the
existing therapies? Furthermore, can such a strategy be adapt-
able to the prevention of tumor formation, a long sought-after
but largely elusive strategy (24)?

This approach would focus beyond targeting only drivers for
each tumor, to limiting genomic exploration by targeting varia-
tions in the physical structure of chromatin using low-dose
chromatin-protective therapies (CPT). Current epigenetic chemo-
therapy mirrors other driver-based strategies: epigenetic regula-
tors, such as HDAC inhibitors used to modulate focal gene
expression. Instead, a CPT approach limits the degrees of freedom
present within chromatin by regulating the overall physical struc-
ture, that is, targeting topological variations. As described above,
variations in chromatin structure from cell to cell allows cells to
search for new mechanisms that aid in survival at low energetic
cost. Furthermore, work from our laboratory suggests a correla-
tion between heterogeneity of chromatin organization (fractal
dimension) and the heterogeneity of gene expression for critical
processes, including proliferation and apoptosis. We have con-
sistently found an increased chromatin heterogeneity preceding
the development of tumors in both human and animalmodels of
carcinogenesis (25–28). Likewise, theoretical modeling and
experimental results have shown that changes in the physical
environment can independentlymodulate transcription (29, 30).
As such, the physical transformation of chromatin could have a
significant role in tumor formation and chemoresistance inde-
pendent of effects mediated by epigenetic chemical modifica-
tions. Therefore, ideal CPTs would focus on physiochemical
regulators that can control the overall heterogeneity of chromatin
structure, possibly by targeting metal–ion homeostasis or ym.

Through this approach, CPTs would complement existing
strategies by decreasing the cumulative adaptive potential of
tumor cells. Specifically, an adjuvant CPT would work by
decreasing the probability of emergence of secondary prolifer-
ative and evasive mechanisms through restriction of the pos-
sible configurations of chromatin. By acting on the overall
physical structure, CPTs restrict the global sampling capacities
of cells to reduce the combinatorial dimensions of evasion
(Fig. 2). Likewise, CPTs could be a long-sought-after prophy-
lactic approach for patients with high-risk mutations by pre-
venting accumulated sampling in addition to the known drivers
of tumor formation. These prophylactic CPTs could addition-
ally be employed therapeutically to restrict the accumulation of
adaptions between courses of conventional treatments. In this
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Available information space for cellular subpopulations. Conservative estimates
in the heterogeneity of subpopulations for different types of cellular variance
(assuming subpopulations are distinct but largely share the same features). If
cells each express 1,000 proteins and only 10 are different between
subpopulations (99% overlap in function), then 10n potential variations are
possible. Likewise, if each subpopulation has five distinct mutations,
approximately 3� 1017 genetic states are possible for 25distinct subpopulations.
Often overlooked, however, is the effect of varying the physical configurations of
chromatin. Even a 1% difference in the organizational topology would allow
3.3 � 1057 potential responses for 25 subpopulations. If physical heterogeneity
increases to 4%, this increases to 3.7 � 1072, an approximately 1015 increase in
possible responses! Given this asymmetry, drugs targeting variations in
chromatin organization (CPTs) can greatly reduce the probability of either
acquiring tumorigenic characteristics or chemoevasive expression.
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approach, CPTs would prevent the possible sampling of dif-
ferent states during stress, considerably reducing the popula-
tion of surviving cancer cells to those that previously acquired a
favorable initial evasive state.

In summary, we propose an evolutionarily conserved mech-
anism derived from information sampling that drives the
observed heterogeneity in tumor formation at the origin of
healthy tissues. Specifically, we propose that tumor formation
results from repeated stressors driving normal tissues to explore
their GGL, that is, the collective information space available to
cells, to prevent organismal death in the face of stress. The
exploration of the GGL is potentially mediated by mitochon-
drial membrane potential in conjunction with the potentiation
of apoptosis and induction of cell-cycle arrest. We further
propose that this could lead to the development of CPTs,
which would target global genomic exploration by controlling
the physical topology of chromatin and the ability of cells
generally to access genomic information. These CPTs would be
a new class of prophylactics and neoadjuvants that lower the
probability of premalignant transformation and the develop-
ment of chemoevasion mechanisms by restricting the cellular
capacity to explore their GGL.
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